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(AXD)
OPERATION MANUAL
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This manual covers operation procedures for the following
product:
150-315 Automatic Xenon Dispenser (AXD)
This product can be used with the following product/s:
132-503 Pulmonex Xenon System
Introduction
The Automatic Xenon Dispenser attaches to the front of the
Pulmonex® System -- no tools are required. Simply load the xenon
vial into the supplied plunger assembly and, at the precise moment
you want the delivery of xenon, press the dispenser button to
automatically deliver xenon to the patient.

Instructions For Use
1. Peel the adhesive backing paper off the double-back tape on the
bottom of the Automatic Xenon Dispenser (AXD).
2. Carefully place the AXD onto the Pulmonex Xenon System so that
the System's 02 inlet hose barb, is inserted into the bottom hole of
the AXD.
NOTE: It may be necessary to add lubricant to the hose barb.
3. With the adhesive tape exposed, press the AXD firmly so that it is
secure on the front panel. The double-back tape will secure the
AXD to the Pulmonex.
NOTE: Allow at least 24 hours for the double-back tape to set
before using.
4. Connect the AXD hose to the luer fitting on the mouthpiece or
mask section, or place a needle on the end of the tubing, and place
the needle into the patient mouthpiece or mask. Connect the other
end of the AXD hose to the Xenon Dispenser.
5. The AXD is now ready to use.
6. Place the xenon vial into the plunger tube. Press the vial all the
way in. The vial's septum must face the open end.
7. Place the plunger tube into the top aperture of the AXD.
8. The Pulmonex should be in position #1. Turn the upper
(patient) blower on.
9. Connect the patient to the facemask attached to the
Pulmonex.
10. Follow the Pulmonex System instructions.
11. When xenon is to be dispensed, press the plunger and press
the button on the AXD. Hold the button for ten (10) seconds
(as the patient inhales).
12. The <Push to Add Oxygen> button on your Pulmonex Xenon
System is still operative. Use it as you normally would to add
oxygen during the xenon test as needed.

	
  
	
  

Maintenance
Clean with alcohol as required.
Replacement
150-316 Plunger, Xenon

	
  

	
  

